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Listen and complete the dialogue.

Dana: Hello?
Chris: Hi, Dana. How are you?
Dana: Chris? I thought you were on vacation.
Chris: I am. We’re in Los Angeles. We
(1)

on Tuesday, so we

(2)

here for four days.

Dana: Cool!
Chris: Not really. Los Angeles (3)

in the middle of a heat wave since

we arrived. We stayed in the hotel yesterday and only (4)

for

a few hours this morning. However, we had to come back to the hotel because it was
too hot. Since then, I (5)

here bored, so I thought I’d call

you.
Dana: Well, I’m glad you called. Sorry to hear the vacation hasn’t turned out so well.
Chris: Yeah, I don’t think we would have come if we (6)

it was going

to be this hot.

Answer the questions.
1

Which of your answers show actions that started and finished in the past?

2

Which of your answers show actions that started in the past but are still happening or
relevant now?
9

Past actions
There are many ways to talk about the past and many ways to link actions in the past to things
that are happening now. We can also talk about actions that happened or were happening before
other past actions.
Simple past

Used for actions that started and ﬁnished in
the past.

It rained a lot yesterday.

Past continuous

Used for actions that were happening at a
certain time in the past.

I was traveling when the heat wave started.

Present perfect

Used for actions that started in the past but
are still relevant now.

The weather has been cold since Monday.

Present perfect
continuous

Used for ongoing actions that started in the
past but are still happening now.

It has been snowing for three hours.

Past perfect

Used for actions that happened before other
actions in the past.

I had arrived home before the snow started.

Past perfect
continuous

Used for actions that were happening before
other actions in the past.

I had been hiking for three hours before the
rain started.

Circle the correct answer.
1

Practice Book pages 1–2

2

3

10

The hot weather

three days ago.

4

It

since yesterday.

a has start

b had start

a was raining

b had rained

c has been starting

d started

c has been raining

d rained

We

here since Tuesday.

5

I

in the forest when the rain started.

a been

b has been

a was hiking

b had hiking

c have been

d were

c has been hiking

d been hiked

I

about our trip before we left.

6

It

for weeks before she arrived.

a had been excited

a has been raining

b excited

b have been raining

c has been excited

c was rained

d has excited

d had been raining

3

Read Simon’s email and correct the five mistakes. Then listen
and check your answers.

Hi all,

been

I’m at the Highpoint Chalet with my family for our winter vacation. We’ve were here for
almost a week. The trip starting out well, and we skied a lot the first few days. But then
the weather has been getting much warmer three days ago. It has been like spring since
then, and most of the snow had melted! My dad been in a bad mood because we had
planned this trip for a long time. Looks like we’ll have to try hiking!
Simon

Work with a classmate. Make a statement about each picture using the words
and tense given.
1

3

be hot / arrive / New York
(past perfect)

4

sit / in / park
(past perfect continuous)

Practice Book page 3

2

start / snow / yesterday
(past simple)

snow / see / Statue of Liberty
(past continuous)

Use when in statements 1 and 4.
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Listen and complete the news report.

Hot weather (1)

California for

nearly two weeks. This hot weather (2)
many problems. For example, the state is starting to run low on
drinking water and many people are becoming ill. In fact, hospitals
to fill up with people who have become

(3)

sick from the heat. Now, the government (4)
to take action. For example, they (5)

to hand

out bottled water. Also, they (6)
people advice on how to stay cool in the heat.

5

Complete the passage about Roger’s opinion of the news report. Use the
correct form of the verbs given. Then listen and check your answers.
be

go

act

do

know

predict

I think it’s terrible how slow the government (1)

to react to the

heat wave. Although they have finally begun to take action, they could
(2)

much more quickly. For example, weather forecasters

(3)

hot weather for weeks, but the government did not

arrange extra water. They also (4)
(5)

that many doctors

away on summer vacation, but they (6)

Practice Book page 4

not try to do anything about it. I hope things will improve from now on.

Write a paragraph on a separate piece of paper. Describe how Roger’s ideas
relate to the information in the news report.
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